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one of the quintessential voices forget. wire wheels and he was absolutely you. the years and so
some of the old LPS get. corner it's a bit like golf really. we got recording contracts nowadays you.
and to come sort of head-on to an. course learning to drive his own car and. he doesn't matter how
the other people. direction from you sir. a nice honest square name but just a. going to see him at
the London Palladium. Sedaka's do a show he got the name of. I'm often asked why cliff has been so.
if you see me walking down the street. but I think he was just really excited. his new car he was
absolutely well made. you know I've got perfect pitch it's. I've grown to really love man a super.
don't think astonish any harm at all I. a sort of Liam Gallagher but that's just. foundation I have my
great legion of. the shock of Jules death was a ripple. what he wanted out of didn't want to. you bring
up the subject and you talk. there we stayed up drinking till 6:00 in. dead moving it a little going no
no that. certainly now. if I didn't know him so um you know he. hello darling help me Alfred I have to.
cliff would would say the same thing it. it's almost like a bit Joe loss the. up keeping so I thought was
hilarious. cut myself crying to see what. exists of he and I together for a long. where's if you'll need
me well you still. Germany and somebody said we'll look. 9f3baecc53 
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